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Abstract. The article examines the concept of “cultural code” as a mean of investigation of Persian omens and superstitions in the 

context of cultural linguistics. Since omens and superstitions are characterized by a complex of lingua-cultural and lingua-cognitive 

features, the research of these units can open the way to the mental sphere and the mode of thinking of the representatives of a certain 

linguistic culture. The author offers a classification of Persian omens and superstitions according to the cultural codes and presents a 

statistical analysis of lingua-cultural units in the light of cultural codes studies. 

Introduction. It is known that different languages reflect 

reality and national characteristics of every nation in 

different ways, and culture is an essential part of this 

reality. Language is a product of culture, its component 

and its tool. Looking for an acceptable tool for the study 

of Persian omens and superstitions as unique lingua-

cultural units of language, I turned to the study of cultural 

codes, as far as the linguistic picture of the world of any 

nation is specified by nationally determined cultural 

codes. 

A brief review of publications on the subject. The 

concept of code came in cultural linguistics from semiot-

ics. In this science “code” is defined as a system that 

contains the structure of signs and the rules of their func-

tioning. The structure, in turn, consists of signs them-

selves and the links between them [3]. M.I. Tolstoy and 

S.M. Tolstaya were among the first scholars who started 

to use the term “cultural code” when analyzing Slavic 

rituals [6]. The concept of “cultural code” in the light of 

cultural linguistics was developed by scholars such as 

V.A. Maslova, V.M. Teliya, V.V. Krasnyh, H.V. To-

karev, M.L. Kovshova and others.  

Objective. The present paper aims to find out if cultur-

al codes are an acceptable instrument for investigation 

and systematization of Persian omens and superstitions.  

The research material and methods. The author used 

202 Persian omens and superstitions as a material for the 

research. A number of methods, in particular, method of 

analysis, synthesis, classification, contrast method, as well 

as information gathering and searching methods were 

used. 

Results and Discussion. The “enclosed” cultural in-

formation in the codes takes an important place in the 

matter of cultural codes. O.L. Berezovich claims that this 

is “information about the world, which is fixed in a sym-

bolic form, that is, it has a linguistic and cultural marking. 

The content of this information is determined not so much 

by the objective “photographing” of the reality, but by the 

subjective-naive world perception of the bearer of the 

tradition which has an ethnic, social and cultural basis” 

[1, c. 9]. 

V.V. Krasnyh believes that “cultural code is a “net” 

that culture “casts on the world, categorizes, structures 

and evaluates it”. Cultural codes are related to the most 

ancient archetype humans’ beliefs. Properly speaking, 

cultural codes “encode” these beliefs. Cultural codes as a 

phenomenon are universal by their nature and appropriate 

to a man as homo sapiens. However, their manifestations, 

the proportion of each of them in a certain culture, as well 

as the metaphors in which they appear, are always nation-

ally determined and conditioned by a particular culture” 

[2, с. 5]. 

V.M. Teliya defines the cultural code as “taxonomic 

substrate of cultural texts”. “This substrate is a set of 

cultured beliefs about the picture of the world of a certain 

society, which includes natural objects, artifacts, phenom-

ena, actions and events, mentifacts and their spatial-

temporal or qualitative-quantitative dimensions inherent 

in these entities. For example, material, action, code of 

ritual forms of behavior, cosmological, zoological, myth 

code, etc.” [4, с. 153]. 

Analyzing universal basic codes of culture, researchers 

distinguish the following main varieties: 1) somatic; 2) 

spatial; 3) time; 4) material; 5) biomorphic; 6) spiritual [5, 

с. 29–32]. 

However, cultural codes can be grouped, categorized 

and classified differently. For example, within the bio-

morphic code, one can distinguish zoomorphic and floral 

codes, and within the latter one arboretum and floristic 

codes can be found. V.M. Teliya and the group of authors 

who compiled “The Great Phraseological Dictionary of 

the Russian Language” defined fifteen cultural codes and 

noted that their list is not exhaustive [5, с. 29–32]. 

Thus, in the scientific literature there is no single, ex-

haustive classification. Different researchers distinguish 

various sets of cultural codes. However, the idea of using 

this research tool in order to classify omens and supersti-

tions as units of the Persian picture of the world seems to 

be as quite acceptable and fruitful. 

Having analyzed Persian omens and superstitions (in 

the amount of 202 units), we may identify 10 cultural 

codes and systematize all the collected material according 

to these codes. The classification was made according to 

the part of the linguistic unit, on the basis of which, in 

fact, the forecast is made. It was found that some supersti-

tions can be attributed to two different cultural codes. For 

example, Persian superstition “If someone gets a pigeon 

or sparrow from a pit at night, his life will be shortened” 

"اگر کسی شب از توی چاه کبوتر و گنجشک بگیرد، عمرش کوتاه )

شود"یم ) may be classified into two codes: zoomorphic and 

time-spatial codes since it focuses on the time of day, 
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namely, on night, and on representatives of the animal 

world, namely, on birds: a dove or a sparrow. 

Thus, the largest first group consists of superstitions, 

which may be attributed to the zoomorphic cultural 

code (58 superstitions). For instance, “Gazelle and par-

tridge have an evil eye, so you should not keep them in 

the house” ( آهو و کبک چشمشان شور است و نباید آنها را در منزل"

-If raven cows on the hunter’s way, it is be“ ;( نگه داشت"

lieved, that hunter will get a lot of prey. But if the hunter 

sees a rabbit he will get nothing” ( اگر بر سر راه شکارچی"

کلاغی بخواند، اعتقاد بر این است که شکارچی با دست پر از شکار 

گردد"یماگر خرگوش مشاهده کرد با دست خالی باز  .گرددیم ).  

Superstitions of the somatic code make the second 

group (35 superstitions). For example, “To bite the 

tongue means that somebody is gossiping about you” هر"( 

کنند"(مى را او غیبت ساعت آن در بگیرد گاز را خود زبان کس ; “Do 

not throw the cut nails on the ground, otherwise, poverty 

will come” (  فقر نریز، زمین روی راات شده کوتاه یهاناخن"

آورد"یم  ).  

Superstitions of the anthropic (human) code make 

the third group (29 superstitions). For example, “To 

sneeze means that God wants you to wait” ( عطسه پیام خدا"

 If a wedding celebration or a feast“ ;( برای صبر کردن است"

on the occasion of somebody’s return from Hajj are going 

to take place in your house, then luck will come to your 

home” ( ی کسی که از حج برگشته، در یمهول"اگر جشن عروسی یا 

  .( یمن است"خوششود  برگزاری کسی خانه

The fourth group consists of superstitions of the sub-

ject-artifact code (23 superstitions). For example, “At-

tached pin to the clothing keeps of the evil spirits”  وصل"(

شود"(یمکردن سنجاق به لباس مانع جن زدگی  ; “In order to pro-

tect the child from the evil eye, some things put on her 

neck” ( آویزند یم"به گردن کودک اشیایی برای دور ماندن از چشم زخم 

" ).  

The fifth group is made by superstitions of the gastro-

nomic code (22 superstitions). For instance,“ If women 

preparing the food eat the top of a dish from a pan, then 

quarrel will happen between them” ( هنگام آشپزی  هاخانم"اگر 

 It is believed that“ ;(سر قابلمه غذا بخورند، بین آنها جدایی می افتد"

if a slice of sugar accidentally fell into a glass of tea, then 

a guest will come this day” ( اگر حبه قند که دست شماست بی"

اختیار و ناخودآگاه افتاد داخل استکان چای باور بر این است که آن روز 

  .( برایتان مهمان خواهد آمد"

The sixth group consists of superstitions of the time-

spatial code (20 superstitions). For example, “If a preg-

nant woman walks alone at night under a tree or in aban-

doned places, the shadow of genies will fall upon her and 

she will lose her baby” ( ی شب از زیر درخت یا احامله"اگر زن 

 اشبچهروی سرش می افتد و  هاجنتنها از اماکن متروکه رد شود، سایه 

شود"یمسقط   ); “It is believed that Saturday is an unlucky 

day, so you should not lend milk, mast1, cheese or some-

thing like that” ( باور بر این است که روز شنبه نحس و نامبارک"

اینها خود داری است پس باید از نسیه دادن شیر و ماست و پنیر و امثال 

  .( کرد"

Superstitions of the natural code make the seventh 

group (12 superstitions). For example, “If it rains on a 

wedding night, happiness will come” ( اگر شب عروسی کسی"

 The superstitions say that“ ;(باران ببارد، خوشبخ می شود"

pointing a finger at the stars is the same as pointing a 

finger at a stranger on the street. It can bring a failure or 

                                                           
1 Mast – a traditional Iranian sour-milk product which is similar to 
unsweetened yogurt. 

even death to those who is pointing” ( که  گویندمی خرافات" 

 در غریبه شخص یک به کردن اشاره انگشت، مثل با هاستاره دادن نشان

کننده  اشاره برای را مرگ حتی و تواند بدشانسییماست و  خیابان

  .( بیاورد"

The eighth group consists of omens and superstitions 

of the theomorphic code (9 superstitions). For example, 

“If a pregnant woman reads Surah Muhammad, she will 

have a boy” ( را بخواند، بچه اش )اگر زن حامله سوره ی محمد )ص"
 It is believed that if somebody sprinkles the“ ;(پسر می شود"

leftovers from Saint Sakinah’s tablecloths on the head of 

marriageable girl, she will marry” ( ی سفرهی مانده"اگر باقی 

حضرت رقیه )س( را بر سر دختر دم بخت بریزند، بر این باورند که بخت 

شود"یماو باز   ).  

The ninth group consists of omens and superstitions of 

the floral code (7 superstitions). For instance, “The 

acorn put down behind the window will help to ward off 

the troubles” "(دور را بلا پنجره پشت بلوط میوه عدد یک گذاشتن 

دارد"(می نگه ; “Do not spread garlic skin in the air, be-

cause quarrel will happen” (  ، نکن پخش هوا در را سیر "پوست

شود"یم دعوا  ).  

Superstitions of the quantitative code make the last 

tenth group (5 superstitions). For example, “If a pregnant 

woman simultaneously gives birth to two or three girls, 

then goodness, grace and development will come to the 

country” ( اگر زنی آبستن باشد و دو فرزند دختر یا سهفرزند دختر"

همزمان با هم به دنیا بیاورد، برای دولت باعث خیر و برکت و پیشرفت 

شود"یم  ); “The number 13 is unlucky”  نحس است"( ۱۳)"عدد . 

Therefore, according to the results of our classification 

of Persian omens and superstitions, the zoomorphic code 

(29%) made the largest group of superstitions. Moreover 

Iranians usually focus on butterflies, birds, cats, chickens 

and chicken eggs in their superstitious beliefs. The second 

and third largest groups are made by superstitions of so-

matic (17%) and anthropic codes (14%). It is reasonable 

to combine somatic and anthropic codes, because they are 

related to various aspects of human activity and in fact 

with a human itself and parts of its body. In this case this 

kind of superstitions makes the biggest group (32%). The 

fact is that micro-genres we have researched are rooted in 

ancient times when human started to discover the world 

from itself and its place in nature and only after that stud-

ied the environment. Much attention was paid to the ob-

servation of the behavior of animals, birds and insects; 

therefore, the zoomorphic code contains so many omens 

(29%). The subject-artifact (11%), gastronomic (11%) 

and time-spatial (10%) codes have approximately the 

same number of superstitions. The following cultural 

codes are natural (6%), theomorphic (4%) and floral 

(3%). The smallest group consists of superstitions belong-

ing to the quantitative code (2%). 

Conclusions. Having chosen cultural codes as an in-

strument for creation a classification of Persian omens 

and superstitions, the author discovered that researchers 

distinguish a different number of cultural codes the com-

binations of which can vary in different ethnic societies. 

In order to find out the Persian ethnicity in this respect, 

the author found it appropriate to classify Persian omens 

and superstitions according to the codes of culture. The 

collected Persian omens and superstitions were classified 

according to the ten cultural codes, such as: 1) zoomor-

phic; 2) somatic; 3) anthropic; 4) subject-artifact; 5) gas-

tronomic; 6) time-spatial; 7) natural; 8) theomorphic; 9) 

floral; 10) quantitative. The zoomorphic code made the 
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largest group of superstitions and the quantitative code 

made the smallest one. The classification made it possible 

to establish that, while creating omens and superstitions, 

Iranian people focus on the following objects and phe-

nomena of the reality: various aspects of human life, 

human activities, physical condition, facial features, be-

havior of animals, birds and insects, natural phenomena, 

flora and celestial bodies. In addition, Iranians pay atten-

tion to household equipment, certain foodstuffs and often 

turn to religion. 
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